An integrated, intelligent approach to security

Security for today’s world: The IBM® Security immune system

Today’s cyber security challenges are complicated. And they rarely fit into the categories defined to run your business. Disconnected point products and services don’t provide the comprehensive solutions you need, when you need them. What’s more, those solutions tend to be expensive and hard to manage, leaving you with empty pockets and big headaches. That’s why, in a field flooded with 1,200+ point product vendors, IBM is helping clients develop an integrated and intelligent security immune system.

IBM’s expertise in integration enables full collaboration across third-party vendors, technology providers and IBM Business Partners to enhance security while lowering costs and complexity. Backed by analytics, real-time defenses and proven experts, the IBM Security immune system provides a fully integrated approach that allows solutions to grow, adapt and work together within your infrastructure to improve effectiveness. The result: intelligence, visibility and actionable insights across your entire environment.

A three-pronged approach to security

The IBM Security immune system delivers a full range of planning, response and readiness solutions to address your specific needs across three key areas:

- **Security Transformation Services** help transform your security program.
- **Security Operations and Response** helps you build a cognitive SOC.
- **Information Risk and Protection** helps you take control of digital risk.
Next-level security: Driving innovation with cognitive, cloud and collaboration

Today’s security systems need to go beyond blocking threats. That’s why the IBM Security immune system is built around a core of analytics. Using techniques that can recognize and understand threats, the immune system can help you outthink threats by incorporating the very latest in cognitive, cloud and collaboration technologies.

Cognitive

Cognitive systems like Watson™ for Cyber Security shine a light into data that’s been dark to organizational defenses until now. With the ability to interpret huge volumes of structured and unstructured data, they’re revealing brand new insights, patterns and security context. Using data mining, machine learning, natural language processing and human-computer interaction, cognitive systems provide evidence-based recommendations to help you act with confidence, at speed and scale.

Cloud

Cloud data security is a top priority, whether your cloud is on-premises, off-premises or a hybrid. The dynamic nature of cloud means you need a more automated, agile and elastic approach than traditional security measures. IBM Security can help you plan, deploy and manage security as you move workloads and data to the cloud, and as you consume security from the cloud. As a result, you can lower costs, increase flexibility and gain critical visibility.

Collaboration

IBM X-Force® Exchange lets you research global security threats, aggregate actionable intelligence and collaborate on solutions. With over 800 terabytes of threat intelligence data and 36,000 members, it’s a key resource for closing gaps in your organization’s security. And with IBM Security App Exchange, you can find, develop and share applications and best practices, while its collaborative platform helps facilitate faster, more effective incident response and resolution.

See the big picture

To learn more about the IBM Security immune system and its integrated approach to protecting your organization, download our interactive brochure at: ibm.biz/immunesystem
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